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Community,  


and Economic Development 
 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
 


550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 
Anchorage, AK 99501 


Main: 907.269.0350 
 


 
 


MEMORANDUM 


          TO: Chair and Members of the Board  DATE:   August 3, 2020 


          FROM: Glen Klinkhart, Interim Director 
 Marijuana Control Board 


RE:       Arctic Bakery, LLC #16006 
 
 


  
 
Arctic Bakery, LLC, a marijuana product manufacturing facility, is requesting approval of amendment(s) to its 
operating plan and six of its products. Attached is MJ-15 Operating Plan Change application, and current approved 
products.  This was temporarily approved by the Director. 


 
• Northern Stars – Milk Chocolate 
• Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate 
• Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate Espresso 
• Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate Orange 
• Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate Raspberry 
• Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate Sea Salt 


 








Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Espresso Powder, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


6 gram brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil or mylar and placed in a child-resistant,
reclosable pouch.


Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil or mylar wrapper and put in a pouch then
labeled.
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


6 gram brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil or mylar and placed in a child-resistant,
reclosable pouch.


Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil or mylar wrapper and put in a pouch then
labeled.
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-15: Operating Plan Change 


Section 2 - Summary of Changes 


Provide a summary of the changes for which you are requesting approval. 


Amend the Current chocolate ingredients of the Northern Star Dark Chocolate, Dark Chocolate Espresso, Dark Chocolate Sea Salt, 
Dark Chocolate Orange and Dark Chocolate Raspberry and Milk Chocolate. 


Section 3 - Declarations 


Read each statement below, and then sign your initials in the corresponding box to the right: Initials 


The proposed changes conform to all applicable public health, fire, and safety laws. 


I understand that any temporary approval granted by the director is pending a final decision by the MCB: therefore, any 


investment I make, based upon temporary approval, is at my own risk. 


As a marijuana establishment licensee, I declare under penalty of unsworn falsification that this form, including all accompanying 


schedules and statements, is true, correct, and complete. 


�C-� 
Signature of licensee e�f!�t1t11P: 


My commission expires: T -/ /p -J-l) � 2-
Printed name of licensee � -, efore me this 1Jl._�f .s./t(tt1


.....,_,
:<........::...!......"-----'' 20 itJ.


AMCO Director Review for Temporary Approval Pending Final MCB Decision: 


Printed name of Director 


Signature of Director 


Director Comments: 


[Form MJ-15) (rev 08/13/2018)


Date 


License# ______ _ 


Approved Disapproved 


□ □ 


Page2of2 


Glen Klinkhart 6/18/2020


X
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Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Sea Salt, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


6 gram brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil or mylar and placed in a child-resistant,
reclosable pouch.


Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil or mylar wrapper and put in a pouch then
labeled.
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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